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RELATIVE TYPES OF POINTS IN ßN-N

BY

A. K. STEINER AND E. F. STEINER

Abstract. Using the concepts of type and relative type for points in ßN— N, as

introduced by W. Rudin, M. E. Rudin, and Z. Frolik, an inductive method is

presented for constructing types. The relative types are described for points having these

constructed types and a point in ßN— N is found which has exactly c relative types.

Introduction. Two points in N*=ßN—N will be said to have the same type

(7V*-type) if there is an autohomeomorphism on ßN (TV*) which takes one to the

other. The decomposition elements provided by these relations will be called types

and TV*-types respectively.

Using the continuum hypothesis, W. Rudin [6] showed the existence of at least

two TV*-types, the set of F-points being one of them. M. E. Rudin [5], also using the

continuum hypothesis, showed the existence of 2C N*-types. Later Z. Frolik [1]

proved this without the continuum hypothesis by introducing the notion of relative

type. He showed that no point in TV* may have more than c relative types.

The purpose of this paper is to present an inductive method for constructing

types and N*-types. We will also describe the relative types of points having the

types constructed. Finally, we find a point in TV* which has c relative types, thus

showing that Frolik gave the best upper bound.

1. Preliminaries. Let F be the set of types in TV* and r the mapping on TV* to

F which assigns each point its type.

Let A" be a countable discrete subset of ßN. It is known that cl X is homeo-

morphic to ßN. Iff is such a homeomorphism, then/induces a homeomorphism

between A"*=cl A"—A" and TV*. Just as a point in TV* may be viewed as an ultra-

filter on TV, x e A"* may be viewed as an ultrafilter on X. The type of x relative to X

is defined to be r(f(x)) and will be denoted by t(x, X). It is not hard to see that

r(x, X) is independent of the choice off, since a permutation on TV can be extended

to an autohomeomorphism on ßN which takes points in TV* to points of the same

type. Clearly, r(x, TV) = r(x).

Throughout, we will write X c.d.c Y to mean that A' is a countable discrete

subset of Y.
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It follows immediately from the definition that subsets and homeomorphisms

preserve relative types. We state this precisely as

1.1. Lemma, (a) // F<= Xc.d.^ßN and x e X* n Y*, then r(x, Y) = r(x, X).

(b) If X, Yc.d.^ßN, xeX* and ye Y* then r(x, X) = r(y, Y) if and only if

there is a homeomorphism f of cl X onto cl Y such that f(x)=y.

(c) If h is an autohomeomorphism on ßN (N*), X c.d.<=ßN (N*) and x e X*, then

r(h(x),h[X]) = r(x,X).

If xeN* and S^ßN, let r[x, S] = {r(x, X) | Xc.d.^S, x e X*}. We will call

t[x, ßN] the set of relative types of x. It follows from the lemma that r[x, ßN]

= t[x,N*]V{t(x)}.

We now state Frolik's theorem [1] and give his short argument.

1.2. Theorem (Froük). card r[x, N*]^cfor each x e N*.

Proof. Let x e N*. For each countable decomposition {Mn} of N choose an

xn e M* such that x e {xn}*, if possible, and consider all X<^{xn} such that x e X*.

The set SC of all such X with {Mn} variable has cardinality at most c. X also has the

property that for each Yc.d.<=N* such that xe Y*, there is an lef such that

le y. The proof is concluded by using 1.1(a) above.

Since for each Xc.d.^N*, {r(x, X) | x e X*} = T, and card F=2C, it follows by

1.1(c) and the theorem that there are 2° /V*-types. M. E. Rudin [5] obtained the

same result. The following relation between relative types and A^*-types can be

obtained from her corollary [5, p. 151].

1.3. Theorem (M. E. Rudin). Let X and Y be countable discrete subsets of the

same N*-type and x e X*, y e Y*. If r(x, X) = r(y, Y) then x and y have the same

N*-type.

The next lemma is a consequence of a theorem of Frolik [2] which states that no

homeomorphism of ßN into N* has a fixed point.

1.4. Lemma. If Yc.d.<=X* and x e Y*, then r(x, Y)^r(x, X).

Proof. If r(x, X) = r(x, Y), then there is a homeomorphism / of cl X onto cl Y

such that f(x) = x. Let « be a homeomorphism of ßN onto cl X. The mapping

h'1 of o h is then a homeomorphism of ßN into N* which has h~\x) as a fixed

point.

2. An order on F. Following Frolik [3], a partial order can be put on the set F

of types.

If ty, t2 e r[x, ßN], then ty> xt2 if there are countable discrete subsets Xy, X2

in ßN such that r(x, Xy) = ty, r(x, X2) = t2 and X2<=X*.

2.1. Lemma (Froük). For each xeN*, the relation > x is a linear order on

r[x,ßN].
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2.2. Lemma. The relation > x coincides with the relation >y on

r[x, ßN] n r[y, ßN}.

Proof. Suppose tlt t2er[x,ßN] n r[y, ßN] and that ty >xt2. Let Xi and X2

be countable discrete subsets ofjSTVsuch that t(x, A'1) = íi, t(x, X2) = t2and X2<=X*.

Since tx e r[y, ßN], there is a Yx c.d.cßTVsuch that r(y, Yx) = tx. By Lemma 1.1(b)

there is a homeomorphism / of cl A\ onto cl Yx such that/(x)=j. If y2=/[A"2],

then Y2 c.d.<= y* and r(y, Y2) = t2. Thus rx >yz'2.

We can now define an order on F by letting tx > t2 if and only if there is an

x e TV* such that tx, t2 e r[x, ßN] and tx >xt2.

2.3. Lemma. The relation > is a partial order on T.

Proof. Let tx, t2, t3eT such that tx > t2 and t2 > t3. There are sets Xx, X2, Y2,

Y3c.d.^ßN and points x and y in TV* such that t(x, Xi) = tl, i=l,2,r(y, Yt)

= tj,j=2, 3, and X2<=X* and Y3<= Y*. Since t(x, A'2) = t(>', Y2), there is a homeo-

morphism / of cl y2 onto cl A"2 with f(y) = x. By Lemma 1.1(b), r(x,f[Y3])

— r(y, Y3) = t3 and thus t3 e r[x, ßN]. Since f[Y3] c.d.cX*, tx> xt3 and so tx>t3.

If x e TV* is a F-point, then x is not a limit point of any countable subset in TV*

and thus r(x) is minimal in the partial order on T. There are 2C F-points in TV* and

since card t = c for any t eT, there are 2C minimal types. Recently, K. Kunen [4]

has shown that there exist at least two other types in Fwhich are minimal. Assuming

the continuum hypothesis, he has shown that there exists a non-F-point q e TV*

which is not a limit point of any countable set in TV*. He has also shown the

existence of a countable set A"<=TV* such that each point of A" is a limit point of X

and such that no point in A" is a limit point of any countable discrete subset of TV*.

Since these properties are preserved under autohomeomorphisms on ßN, there are

at least two minimal types distinct from types of F-points.

Let T0<^T denote the set of all types which are minimal with respect to the

partial order on F. Since r[x, ßN] is linearly ordered, it follows that r(x) e F0 if

and only if r[x, N*]= 0, that is, if and only if x is not a limit point of any countable

discrete subset of TV*.

3. Multiplication in F.   The elements of T can be used as operators on subsets

of ßN in the following way. If te Fand S<=ßN, let t[S] = {x e TV* | t e r[x, S]}.

In order to introduce multiplication in F we prove

3.1. Lemma. If'tu t2 e T, then ti[t2] e F.

Proof. Let x,yeti[t2]. There are countable discrete subsets X and Y of t2

such that r(x, X) = tx = r(y, Y) and r(w) = t2 = r(z) for all w e X, z e Y. The first

condition implies the existence of a homeomorphism/of cl X onto cl Y such that

f(x)=y. Since X is discrete, there are disjoint open neighborhoods Uw of w, for

we X, such that TV<=|J {Uw \ w e X}. Similarly, there are disjoint open neighbor-

hoods Vz of z e Y such that N^\J{Vz\zeY}. For each weX, r(w, Uw n TV)
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= T(w) = r(z) = r(z, Vzr\N) by Lemma 1.1(a). Let gw be a homeomorphism of

cl (Uw n N) onto cl (Vf{w) n A7) such that gwiw)=f(w). If zr is the permutation on

N defined by Tr(n)=gw(n) for ne Uw r\ N, then its extension w to pW is an auto-

homeomorphism on ßN and 7f(jc)=jz. Thus t(jc) = t(jz).

Conversely, suppose r(x) = r(y) and xe ty[t2]. Then there is an Xc.d.^t2 such

that x e X* and r(x, X) = ty. Since r(x) = r(y), there is an autohomeomorphism «

on jSTV such that h(x) = y. Clearly, y e (h[X])*, r(y, h[X]) = f1; and riz) = t2 for each

zeh[X]. Thus y e ty[t2].

Thus we may define ty ° t2 to be ty[t2]. From the definitions of relative type and

multiplication, r(x, X) = ty° t2 if and only if there is a set Xy c.d.<= X* such that

r(x, Xy) = ty and r(z, X) = t2 for each z S A^.

We will use the symbol X±+ S to mean that Xc.d.^ßN, S<=ßN, s e X* and

r(s, X) = t for each s e S. Thus t(x, A') = f, ° f2 if and only if we can write

X%. Xx %. {x} for some Xy c.d.^ßN.

3.2. Lemma. If tx, t2 eTand S^ßN, then ty[t2[S]] = ty ° t2[S].

Proof. If xety[t2[S]] then there is a Xc.d.<= t2[S] such that r(x, X) = ty. For

each )»eI there is a set I»c.d.cS such that r(y, Xy) — t2. Since X is discrete,

thereisafamilylOJofdisjointopensetssuchthatj e Oy.If T=U {Os n A^ | jz e Z},

then Yc.d.^S and Arc 7*. By Lemma 1.1(a), each point in X has type f2 relative

to 7 and thus it follows that r(x, Y) = ty° t2 and x e ty ° t2[S].

Conversely, if x e ty o t2[S], then there is a Tc.d.<=5 such that r(x, Y) = ty ° t2.

We can thus write Y ̂  X ^{x} for some X c.d.<=ßN. But Y %. X implies that

X<=t2[S], and thus x e ty[t2[S]].

From 3.2 it follows that (í, ° t2) ° Í3[5] = Í! ° (fa ° i3)[5] for any Scß/V". Since

f [iV] = f for any f e F, we have (fx ° f2) ° f3 = ty » (f2 ° f3). We do not intend to study

Tas a semigroup here, but will point out that it has no identity, and that multiplica-

tion is neither commutative nor compatible with the partial order.

If an element of F can be factored into a product of elements of F0, then it can

be done in only one way. In order to show this we first state the following lemmas.

3.3. Lemma (Frolík [3]). Let X and Y be countable discrete subsets of ßN. Then

the set Z = iXn Y) u (X* n Y) u (Xn Y*) is discrete, clZ=cl Xn cl Y, and

Z* = X* O Y*.

3.4. Lemma. // X and Y are countable discrete subsets of ßN having a common

limit point x such that r(x, X) =p and r(x, Y)=q where p,q e F0, then p=q, X r\ Y

is infinite, and xe(X n Y)*.

Proof. Let Z = (Xn Y) u (X* n Y) u (X n Y*). Since xeX* n Y*=Z*,

either xe(Xn Y)*, xe(X* n Y)* or x e (X n Y*)*. But p,qe T0, so x is not

a limit point of any countable discrete subset of X* or Y*. Therefore, xe(X n Y)*

and by Lemma 1.1(a), p = r(x, X n T)=(¡r. Clearly, ATi y must be infinite.
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3.5. Theorem (Unique Decomposition). If px ° p2 <>• ■ "> pn=qx °?2 "•••° qm

where p¡, q¡ e T0 for 1 í= i S n and 1 5[ jS m, then n = m and p¡=q¡ for l^i^n. Thus

each finite sequence of elements from T0 represents a distinct type in T.

Proof. The proof will be by induction on n. Ifpx =ax °q2°- ■ -°qm then px = r(x)

for some x e TV* and x is not a limit point of any countable discrete subset of TV*.

Thus r(x)=qx °q2°- ■ -° qm implies that m= 1, and by Lemma 3.4, px=qx.

Assume that for all /eg«, ifpx °p2 °■ ■ ■ °pk — qx ° q2 °■ ■ ■ ° qm andp¡, q, e T0, then

k = m andPi=qt for 1 ̂ i^k.

Now suppose px ° p2 o ■ ■ ■ ° pn+ x =qx ° q<i ° • ■ • ° qm- Then there is an x e TV* such

that t(x) =/?! °p2 o.. -°pn+1=qx °q2°- ■ ■ ° qm, so there are sets Xc.d.<=p2 «■ • -°//n+1

and yc.d.cgr2 o. • -oqm such that t(x, X)=px and t(x, y)=£7i. From Lemma 3.4

it follows that Px=qi and that X n Y is infinite. Since p2 °- ■ -° pn+1 and<72 °- ■ -°qm

are types and are not disjoint, p2 °- ■ -°pn+i—q2 0,,,°fc By the induction hy-

pothesis, n+l=m and pt=qi for 2áz'á/7+l. This together with Px=qi completes

the proof.

3.6. Theorem. 7/5 is an N*-type and t e T, then t[S] is an N*-type.

Proof. If x, yet[S] then there exist subsets X, yc.d.<=5 such that r(x, X) = t

= r(y, Y). Since elements in X and Y are in the same TV*-type, x and y are in the

same TV*-type (M. E. Rudin, Theorem 1.3). Conversely, if xe/[5] and x and y

are in the same TV*-type, then there is an autohomeomorphism h on TV* such that

h(x)=y. Since t e r[x, S], it follows from Lemma 1.1(c) that t e r[h(x), h[S]]

= r[y, 5] and thus yet[S].

We will now prove an analogue of the unique decomposition theorem for TV*-

types.

3.7. Theorem. 7/5 is an N*-type such that t[5]cF0, and px °p2°- ■ -°pn[S]

=qx ° q2 °- ■ -o qm[S] where pu qf e F0, then n = m andpl=qifor 1 á/^/z. Thus each

finite sequence from F0 gives rise to a distinct N*-type which can be obtained from 5.

Proof. The proof will be by induction on «. If xePx[S]=qx °q2°' • '°9m[S],

then there are sets Xcd.<= 5 and yc-d.^^ °- ■ -°qm[S] such that r(x, X)=px and

t(x, Y)=qx. Since//!, z?, e F0, it follows from Lemma 3.4 that px=qi and X C\ Y is

infinite. If y e X n Y, then y e 5, r(y) e T0, and thus y is not a limit point of any

countable discrete subset of TV*. This implies that m= 1.

Assume that for k-¿n,px °p2 °- ■ °pk[S]=qx °q2 °- ■ ° qm[S] implies that k = m

and Pi =q¡ for 1 á i:^k.

If xepx °p2 o- ■ °Pn+i[S]=qx °qi °- • ■°«7m[5], it again follows from 3.4 that

Pi=qx and that the TV*-types p2°- ■ -0Pn+i[S] and c72 °- • ■°z7m[5] have points in

common and thus are identical. By the induction hypothesis, n+l=m and Pi=q¡

for 2£i£k+1. This together with//, =qx completes the proof.

4. Relative types. Using the previous lemmas, we can now describe the sets

of relative types of some points in TV*.
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4.1. Theorem. //   T(x) = ty° t2°-■-° tn   where   each   t¡eT0,   then   r[x, ßN]

= 0l, h ° t2, ■ ■ -, ty o í2 o. • -o fj.

Proof. From Lemma 3.2 it follows that there exist countable discrete sets

Xy, X2,..., Xn_y, Xn = N in ßN such that

N  =   Xn -î->  Xn.y ^^->  X2 -L+  Xy  —Í-> {X}.

Then for each /, r(x, Xt) = ty ° t2°- • •» t, and {f, °- • -o t¡ | 1 úiún}^r[x, ßN].

Now, let W be a countable discrete subset of ßN such that x e W*. Let

*Pj=iFn(clAr<-clA'<_i) for 2£i£n and Wy=WndXy. Since the Wt's are

disjoint and W-\Ji W^N=Xn, either t(x, W) = t(jc) (by Lemma 1.1(a)) or

x e W? for exactly one i. If x e W,* then either x e (W( n A',)* or x e (Wi n Ari*)*.

In the first case, t(x, h/¡) = t(x, A"i) = fi ° f2 ° • • • ° /,. The second case cannot hold.

If i=l, then Wy n xfc.d.<=X?, and since r(x, X1)=t1eT0, x^(W±n Xy*)*.

If /^2, (RK, n A",*)* n ATj* x= 0, and x e Ai*.!. Thus t(x, W) = fi o t2 o. • -o *, for

some /, 1 ̂ /^«.

If t(x) = Í! o í2 o- • -o tn, where the types í¡ are not necessarily in T0, it is still the

case that t% » ts°• ■ •• ffc is in t[x, /W] for 1 ̂ fc^«, but x may have other relative

types. It follows from the definition of F0 that if r(x) = fi <£ T0, then there is a f2 e F

such that f2 < ty and so f2 is also a relative type of x.

4.2. Theorem. If Q is an N*-type such that r[Q]<=T0 and ty, t2,...,tne T0,

then for each xety°t2o---o tn[Q], r[x, N*] = {ty, ty <> t2,..., ty ° t2 »• • -o tn}.

Proof. From Theorem 3.6, ty ° f2 °- ■ -° tn[Q] is an N*-type. If x e ty o t2 °- ■ ■

° tn[Q] then t(x, X) = ty° t2°- ■ -o tn for some A'c.d.c Q. Since cl X is homeo-

morphic to ßN, r[x, cl A']={f1 ° f2 °- • «o ffc | 1 íízcán} from Theorem 4.1. A

countable discrete subset of cl X is also a countable discrete subset of TV* so

r[x,clX]çr[x,N*].

If Wc.d.c/V* such that xe R/*, then by Lemma 3.3, either xe(Xn W)*,

xe(W* r\ X)* or xeiWn X*)*. In the first case, t(x, W) = r(x, X), the second

case cannot occur since no point in At Q is a limit point of any countable discrete

subset of TV*, and in the third case, x e (W n cl A")*. Since W n cl Xis a countable

discrete subset of cl X, r(x, W) = r(x, W n cl X) is in r[x, cl A"]. Thus t[x, N*]

= r[x,clX] = {ty°t2o...otk | 1^/c^«}.

5. A point with c relative types.    By

A^B

I
C
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we will mean that A c.d.^ßN, that B, C^A*, and cl B n cl C= 0. When C= 0,

we will merely write A -> 5. The diagram

A/^^D^ßfTj^/iO)^^}

!
,4(2) -► F(0, 0) -> 5(0, 1) -s» F(l, 0) -» 5(1, 1) -* {x2}

A(n) -* 5(0,..., 0) H- 5(0,..., 1) -»• • •-> 5(1,,.., 1) -+ {xn}

I

can be constructed in the following way.

Let A(l) be a countable discrete subset of TV*. A(l) can be written as the union

of two disjoint infinite subsets Kx and F2. Let A(2) c.d.<= iff, 5(0) c.d.^Kg,

5(1) c.d.<=F(0)* and Xx e 5(1)*. (This is the construction of the first line.)

If k> 1, and the set A(k) has been defined, let Kx and 7v2 be infinite disjoint sets

whose union is A(k). Let

k

A(k+l) cd. c Kx*    and   5(0,..., 0) cd. c F2*.

For each sequence of k zeros and ones, let B(ax, a2,..., ak) c.d.^B(ßx, ß2,..., ßk)*

if (ai,a2,...,ak)>(ßi,ß2,...,ßk) and Xke5(l, 1, . .., 1)*. ((a,, a2, . . ., ak)>

(ßi> ßz> ■ • • > ßk) if for the first /' where at == ß„ a¡ > 0¡.)

Let A"={x„ | « 2:1} and for each infinite sequence {an} of zeros and ones, let

%} = UW«i,...,«.) I /èl}. It follows that X c. d. <= TV * and B{an} c.d.<=N* for

each sequence {<*„}. Since xn e 5(a1;..., an)* for each finite sequence of length n,

it follows that x e 5{aj}* for each x e A"* and each sequence {a¡}. Let x0 e X*. We

will show that x0 has c relative types by proving r(xQ, 5{a¡}) == t(x0, 5{(S¡}) if {«¡}

/{ft}-
Let /c be the first index such that ak^ßk and assume ak>ßk. Let

y= (J {/Jfo,..., a») | » 2; *} «= 5{a,}.

Since xn e 5(a,,..., an)* for n^k, it follows that x0 e y* and by 1.1(a), y=5{a¡}

implies that t(x0, Y) = r(x0, B{a¡}). From the construction, Yc.d.<^B{ßi}* and thus

by Lemma 1.4, t(x0, Y)^=r(x0, 5{j3¡}).

Since there are c sequences of zeros and ones, the point x0 has at least c relative

types. By Frolik's Theorem 1.2, it has at most c relative types and the proof is

complete.

We might point out that while the continuum hypothesis seems necessary to

obtain minimal types and thus points with only finitely many relative types, the

continuum hypothesis is not necessary in the construction of this example. We do

not know if there are points with exactly X0 relative types.
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